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DC Patient 

The specific style of adjustment I’ve chosen for you is based on techniques I’ve 
developed and, because of our exceptional results, is regarded as one of the top 
techniques in this area. 

Thank you doctor, I have heard about how you’ve helped so many other people. (1) 

You can expect your adjustments to be gentle. For this reason, most patients look 
forward to their visits as a comfortable part of the process. 

That’s good.  I was nervous about whether this would hurt or not. (2) 

My technique makes us uniquely different from other Chiropractic practices. At each 
visit, I’ll examine your entire spine, but might only adjust 1-2 specific areas. This 
customized approach will provide faster results with long-lasting benefits. 

I assume that means I won’t be adjusted too many times? (3) 

Correct. Also, if I am out of town at a seminar, my associate doctor has adopted my 

technique and will provide you with exactly the same adjustments while I am away. (4) 

Okay. So, you attend seminars to keep your technique cutting-edge? (5) 

Yes – ongoing education is important.  Also, you may feel soreness during your initial 
visits or you may feel 100% better.  Either way, don’t think your subluxations are 
completely fixed, or not responding. I will inform you about the progress that I am 
seeing at each appointment. 

I understand.  So, you’ll tell me if my results aren’t meeting your expectations? (6) 

That’s right. Let’s start your first adjustment with you lying face-down, the same way 
you did during your initial exam. 

(1) Unique Qualities: Develop and clearly explain, so patients repeat them and stimulate referrals. 

(2) Adjustments: Ensure comfort. Prepare spouse: quick movements, though gentle, can be startling. 

(3) Specificity: Explain that a person can be “over-adjusted.” At each appointment, the DC will 
determine where, and if, an adjustment needs to be made. 

(4) Retention: Explain that another DC may provide care. Ensures patients continue, even while the 
primary doctor is away on vacation. 

(5) State-of-the-Art: For recent graduates, a cutting-edge technique is used. For seasoned 
practitioners, years of experience ensures great results. 

(6) Authority: Maintain doctor’s status as an authority, and encourage follow-through, even if the 
patient mistakenly thinks they’re done or not responding, based on symptoms alone. 


